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WHAT DOES BROTHERHOOD MEAN TO YOU?

“To me, brotherhood is a willingness to be there and be present for those around you. You can argue and not see eye to eye sometimes, but being a brother means that, at the end of the day, you will be supportive and respectful and a friend regardless. Each of us has stories of going out of our way to make things happen in order to improve a brother’s day/week/life etc. whether that story is a time when they needed help studying or were in a tight spot in some way, we will gladly do what we can in order to assist. For us, brotherhood is a friendly yet respectful bond that we take pride in.” - Chapter President

WHY DID YOU JOIN YOUR FRATERNITY?

“I came to Mizzou from Memphis, Tennessee knowing one other person from my very small high school. I knew an ACACIA alum from a job I had worked the previous summer, so I decided to stop by and see what it was all about. I hadn’t really considered joining a fraternity beforehand, but the brotherhood and attitude of the actives changed my mind almost instantly. They were all welcoming and enjoyable to be around and provided me with a space that made Columbia feel like a second home.” - Chapter President

COLORS: black and old gold

NICKNAME: ACACIA

WEBSITE: acaciaatmizzou.org

IG HANDLE: @acaciamizzou

CHAPTER PRESIDENT: Dylan Riggs

EMAIL: dwrdmp@mail.missouri.edu

CHAPTER SIZE: 12
WHAT DOES BROTHERHOOD MEAN TO YOU?
“Brotherhood means mutual helpfulness, a necessity to help your brother out before yourself whenever they are in a time of need.” - Chapter President

WHY DID YOU JOIN YOUR FRATERNITY?
“I joined my chapter because the brothers made me feel like they were my family from the moment I began the rush process.” - Chapter President

COLORS: gold and blue
NICKNAME: AEPi
WEBSITE: mizzouaepi.org
IG HANDLE: @aepi_mizzou
CHAPTER PRESIDENT: Daniel Roman
EMAIL: muaepipresident@gmail.com
CHAPTER SIZE: 110
WHAT DOES BROTHERHOOD MEAN TO YOU?

"The purpose of Alpha Gamma Rho is to Make Better Men. Throughout this chapter you can find this is taken very seriously as we strive to better ourselves in academics, leadership and progress. Our chapter focuses on tradition, taking great pride in participating in homecoming every year and other university philanthropies and events." - Recruitment Chair

WHY DID YOU JOIN YOUR FRATERNITY?

"I joined my chapter as I felt they represented my own personal core values and would provide me with opportunities to succeed. When visiting with the chapter before I joined, many people credited the house with their success and having a support group to help mold them for the rest of their lives. After joining, you will find that to be true." - Recruitment Chair

COLORS: green and gold

NICKNAME: Ag Rho

WEBSITE: mizzouAGR.com

IG HANDLE: @mizzou_agr

CHAPTER PRESIDENT: Isaiah Boon

EMAIL: iibq96@mail.missouri.edu

CHAPTER SIZE: 88
WHAT DOES BROTHERHOOD MEAN TO YOU?
“Brotherhood to Ag Sig means guys from different backgrounds coming together to do exactly as our motto states: Coming together as scholars, living as brothers, and becoming leaders of tomorrow. It is about finding a group of men you would do anything to help support.” - Chapter President

WHY DID YOU JOIN YOUR FRATERNITY?
“The members may not come from the same hometown as you but I felt I was able to bond and connect easily. The leadership positions within the chapter seemed to promote growth for younger members as well. Overall a great group of guys.”
- Chapter President

COLORS:
royal blue and silver

NICKNAME:
Ag Sig

WEBSITE:
agsig.org

IG HANDLE:
@mizzouagsig

CHAPTER PRESIDENT:
Jack Long

EMAIL:
jrl2kb@mail.missouri.edu

EMAIL:
62
WHAT DOES BROTHERHOOD MEAN TO YOU?
"We are accepting of all of our brothers most authentic selves. We strive to accept each other for who we are and expect others to not try to be someone they are not.” - Recruitment Chair

WHY DID YOU JOIN YOUR FRATERNITY?
"I felt a sense of belonging here.” - Chapter President

COLORS: purple and gold
NICKNAME: AKL
WEBSITE: N/A
IG HANDLE: @akl_mizzou
CHAPTER PRESIDENT: Henry Paraino
EMAIL: htpkct@mail.missouri.edu
CHAPTER SIZE: 38
WHAT DOES BROTHERHOOD MEAN TO YOU?
"My brotherhood means that I can have a group of men that I can count on for whatever comes up in life, whether that’s the good or the bad.”
- Chapter President

WHY DID YOU JOIN YOUR FRATERNITY?
"I joined this chapter because I wanted to build something from the ground up and succeed. I wanted to watch it grow and be the good of a chapter.”
- Recruitment Chair

COLORS:
cardinal red and stone grey

NICKNAME:
Alpha Sig
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alphasigmaphi.org

IG HANDLE:
@mizzoualphasigma

CHAPTER PRESIDENT:
Jake Rice

EMAIL:
jdrccb@mail.missouri.edu

CHAPTER SIZE:
52
WHAT DOES BROTHERHOOD MEAN TO YOU?
“Brotherhood is what binds men together for a common purpose. It’s the power that drives the love towards each other and the fraternity. Brotherhood to me and my chapter means always having the back of the guys to your right and left. Knowing that they’ll never let you down.” - Chapter President

WHY DID YOU JOIN YOUR FRATERNITY?
“I joined my chapter because it’s where I found my family. The ones that I wanted to learn from and build relationships with. The house was beautiful and the people I met became my best friends. Being the premiere leadership fraternity in the nation, it’s somewhere that I felt I could develop my leadership skills and learn from others doing the same.” - Chapter President

COLORS:
azure and gold
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IG HANDLE:
@ato_mizzou

CHAPTER PRESIDENT:
Alex Sahli

EMAIL:
ajs3g7@mail.missouri.edu

CHAPTER SIZE:
146
WHAT DOES BROTHERHOOD MEAN TO YOU?

“Brotherhood means putting your personal interests aside and aligning your goals with like minded brothers to achieve something that’s greater than yourself. It also means holding your brothers accountable and ensuring they’re living out the values of your chapter to the best of their ability.” - Recruitment Chair

WHY DID YOU JOIN YOUR FRATERNITY?

“I wanted to be part of a brotherhood that’s big enough that I have a lot of guys to go to for school or life advice, but small enough that I can really consider every member of my chapter a brother to me. I also wanted to join an organization of genuine and honest guys who are actively involved in the campus and the community, but who also enjoy the social aspect that college has to offer.” - Recruitment Chair

COLORS: red and white

NICKNAME: Beta Sig

WEBSITE: betasigmapsi.org

IG HANDLE: @mizzoubetasig

CHAPTER PRESIDENT: Nathaniel Wooderson

EMAIL: nawk3r@mail.missouri.edu

CHAPTER SIZE: 45
WHAT DOES BROTHERHOOD MEAN TO YOU?

“Brotherhood means supporting members of your organization, in times of struggle and success.”
- Chapter President

WHY DID YOU JOIN YOUR FRATERNITY?

“I joined a fraternity to meet new people and make connections that will last after my college experience is over.”
- Chapter President

COLORS:
delicate shades of pink and blue
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Robert Wald
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robert.wald@missouribeta.com

CHAPTER SIZE:
143
WHAT DOES BROTHERHOOD MEAN TO YOU?

“Brotherhood is one of the most important things to me. The purpose of BYX is to establish brotherhood and unity among college-aged men based on the common bond of Jesus Christ. So I feel like brotherhood in BYX is keeping each other accountable and growing closer together over this common bond of Jesus Christ. Also within BYX at Mizzou, we are able to be vulnerable with each other, which allows us to be closer in brotherhood.” - Recruitment Chair

WHY DID YOU JOIN YOUR FRATERNITY?

“I joined BYX because, during our rush week last semester, I felt the special connections the brothers had with each other.” - Recruitment Chair

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COLORS: Purple and White</th>
<th>WEBSITE: betaupsilonchi.org/chapter/university-of-missouri</th>
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<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CHAPTER PRESIDENT: Kellan Thatcher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CHAPTER SIZE: 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IG HANDLE: N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
WHAT DOES BROTHERHOOD MEAN TO YOU?
"Brotherhood, a core value for our fraternity, is more than a commonality among all fraternities. We're bound by more than a sense of comradery or a familial bond. Brotherhood means more than socializing together, having common personal interests, similar goals and ambitions. It goes as far as to break down socio-economic and political barriers. Brotherhood is exemplified in our everyday interactions with one another. A personal stake that we take in each of our brothers, as they all do in us, taking their best interests, their well-being, and their future into account as we strive to be the best not only for ourselves but also for each other." - Chapter President

WHY DID YOU JOIN YOUR FRATERNITY?
"Because of the immediate, radiating sense of care and closeness the chapter displayed, along with their reputation on campus, academic history, enthusiasm for Mizzou centered history and events, and constant involvement on campus. The culture within the chapter is lived every day. People are constantly striving to meet personal goals, feeding each other positivity, help and encouragement. The sense of competition is great as everyone strives to be at the top in their respective fields. It was a true segue into Mizzou’s Greek life, campus and community as a whole."
- Chapter President

COLORS: Red and Buff

NICKNAME: D Chi

WEBSITE: Missourideltachi.com

IG HANDLE: @mizzou_deltachi

CHAPTER PRESIDENT: Noah Umbeck

EMAIL: njucxq@mail.missouri.edu

CHAPTER SIZE: 116
WHAT DOES BROTHERHOOD MEAN TO YOU?
“It means always having a support system and having guys there for you.” - Chapter President

WHY DID YOU JOIN YOUR FRATERNITY?
“I really clicked with the guys and knew this is where should end up.” - Chapter President

COLORS:
azure, gold and gules

NICKNAME:
DKE

WEBSITE:
N/A

IG HANDLE:
@mizzoudekes

CHAPTER PRESIDENT:
Nick Graham

EMAIL:
nrgxnv@mail.missouri.edu

CHAPTER SIZE:
78
### WHAT DOES BROTHERHOOD MEAN TO YOU?

“Holding each other accountable and being your brother’s keeper. Also being able to trust each other and openly talk to one another in times of need.” - Chapter President

### WHY DID YOU JOIN YOUR FRATERNITY?

“I felt that the brotherhood here was strong. I also felt the tradition was big in this house and saw the passion from active members.” - Chapter President

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COLORS:</th>
<th>WEBSITE:</th>
<th>CHAPTER PRESIDENT:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nile green and white</td>
<td>deltasigmaphimizzou.com</td>
<td>Tanner Riggan</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NICKNAME:</th>
<th>IG HANDLE:</th>
<th>EMAIL:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Delt Sig</td>
<td>@delsigmizzou</td>
<td><a href="mailto:tannerriggan@mail.missouri.edu">tannerriggan@mail.missouri.edu</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
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<tr>
<th>CHAPTER SIZE:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>145</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
WHAT DOES BROTHERHOOD MEAN TO YOU?

‘Having 180 guys that care, love and want the best for you.” - Recruitment Chair

WHY DID YOU JOIN YOUR FRATERNITY?

"Delt has finished top three grades 15/17 years now. Also when I first met some of the guys the bond felt special, and I knew Delt was somewhere I wanted to be.” - Recruitment Chair

COLORS:
purple and gold

NICKNAME:
Delt

WEBSITE:
mizzoudelts.com

IG HANDLE:
@mizzou_delts

CHAPTER PRESIDENT:
Billy Boulay

EMAIL:
bgb89p@mail.missouri.edu

CHAPTER SIZE:
186
WHAT DOES BROTHERHOOD MEAN TO YOU?

“Brotherhood is finding who you are, and your brothers accepting you for that. Our goal in Delta Upsilon is to have a brotherhood of guys from all backgrounds. It is not about us trying to be the coolest guys on campus but rather us trying to be the best versions of ourselves. Brotherhood is more than the shared memories at parties. It’s the memories you build with your brothers serving the community, raising money for philanthropies, deep conversations late at night, and having your brothers’ support through tough times. The memories you make will last a lifetime and form bonds not easily broken.” - Chapter President

WHY DID YOU JOIN YOUR FRATERNITY?

“DU provided a tremendous opportunity to create a fraternity from the ground up. DU has incredible potential. Founding the fraternity gave us so many opportunities to build it as we wanted. We have been able to try out many different methods to build the best fraternity at Mizzou. We are forming a great group of guys who will become leaders and lead DU to even bigger things. DU offers a great opportunity make an impact as soon as you join.”

- Chapter President

COLORS:
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DU
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CHAPTER SIZE:
93
WHAT DOES BROTHERHOOD MEAN TO YOU?
FarmHouse promotes the growth and welfare of our members through a four-fold focus on intellectual, social/moral, spiritual and physical development. Such occurs when brothers – both students and alumni – gather together in a learning environment that inspires continued improvement as scholars and as gentlemen of high character. Such affiliation encourages success in one’s career, in one’s personal relationships and in one’s community and civic engagement.

WHY DID YOU JOIN YOUR FRATERNITY?
FarmHouse is found on college campuses throughout North America, from coast to coast, and is a fraternity dedicated to our motto: Builder of men. FarmHouse is a college home in which a man can be creative, share responsibilities, make lasting friendships, express his inner self in an atmosphere of trust and understanding, learn lessons living in a community of which he is an integral part, be accepted as a participant, learn the essence of brotherhood, and learn the caring of one man – and of a community of men – for the individual, the brother, for the community, and for the mutual welfare.

COLORS:
Green, White and Gold

NICKNAME:
N/A

WEBSITE:
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IG HANDLE:
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CHAPTER PRESIDENT:
Curt Herzog
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CHAPTER SIZE:
Recolonizing
WHAT DOES BROTHERHOOD MEAN TO YOU?

“Brotherhood is a special, intangible bond that lasts a lifetime. This brotherhood is what binds people from all walks of life who share similar values and interests. These brothers use this bond to help build each other up to be the best men that they can be. For KA, that includes living up to the values of reverence, gentility, brotherhood, excellence, leadership, and knowledge.”
- Recruitment Chair

WHY DID YOU JOIN YOUR FRATERNITY?

"I joined my chapter to invest myself in a brotherhood of selfless individuals who value each other and their community. Being a part of the KA network is a priceless opportunity to build a bond with other members whose goal is to also contribute to their respective chapters and those in and around them."
- Recruitment Chair

COLORS: crimson and old gold

NICKNAME: KA

WEBSITE: N/A

IG HANDLE: @kaatmizzou

CHAPTER PRESIDENT: N/A

EMAIL: N/A

CHAPTER SIZE: 11
WHAT DOES BROTHERHOOD MEAN TO YOU?

"Looking out for one another and making sure everyone is succeeding academically while still being able to enjoy the many social opportunities of college. Hanging out with the guys who are gonna be at my wedding!" - Chapter President

WHY DID YOU JOIN YOUR FRATERNITY?

"Anti-Hazing, Scholarship Goals, Leadership opportunity, Ability to create a culture."
- Chapter President

COLORS:
scarlet and emerald

NICKNAME:
Kappa Sig

WEBSITE:
mizzoukappasig.org

IG HANDLE:
@kappasigmamiz

CHAPTER PRESIDENT:
Charles LaNasa

CHAPTER SIZE:
37

EMAIL:
calkbm@mail.missouri.edu
WHAT DOES BROTHERHOOD MEAN TO YOU?

“Brotherhood means being there for someone even when they don’t ask you to and even when it’s not easy. It also means being able to call them out when they are in the wrong. It’s holding each other accountable so they can become the best version of themselves.”

WHY DID YOU JOIN YOUR FRATERNITY?

“I joined Phi Delt because I believed it represented my personality, ambitions and character. I knew the men in the house would challenge me to be better than the average man. Also, I could see how close they all were and I wanted to be a part of that.”

COLORS:
azure and argent

NICKNAME:
Phi Delt

WEBSITE:
phideltmizzou.com

IG HANDLE:
@phideltmizzou

CHAPTER PRESIDENT:
Conner Sibley

EMAIL:
clsc9f@mail.missouri.edu

CHAPTER SIZE:
157
WHAT DOES BROTHERHOOD MEAN TO YOU?

“Brotherhood to our chapter means being there for your brothers through the good and the bad to help uphold our values as a chapter. As part of being something bigger than yourself, we see being a brother and staying by your brothers side as a fundamental part of our chapter.”
- Chapter President

WHY DID YOU JOIN YOUR FRATERNITY?

“I joined FIJI because of the strong connection I felt with the members who rushed me. The phi gams had a strong work ethic. However, they also seemed to play just as hard. I loved the work-hard-play-hard mentality and believed that it would help me throughout my college career. I now feel that even today our chapter embodies that spirit.”
- Chapter President

COLORS: royal purple and white
NICKNAME: FIJI

WEBSITE: mizzoufiji.org
IG HANDLE: @mufiji

CHAPTER PRESIDENT: Blake Reed
EMAIL: brrtpw@mail.missouri.edu
CHAPTER SIZE: 136
WHAT DOES BROTHERHOOD MEAN TO YOU?

"Phi Psi often provides members with a home away from home. Members have a group of diverse brothers there to pick them up when they are down, support them when they need it and guide them when they stray from the course. Nothing can duplicate the bonds of brotherhood during and after college." - Chapter President

WHY DID YOU JOIN YOUR FRATERNITY?

"The brotherhood and tradition of Phi Kappa Psi has the deepest roots, starting as the first fraternity at Mizzou. While rushing, I was seeking an environment in college that would grow my network and provide an accepting place to heighten my maturity. Phi Kappa Psi was that place." - Chapter President

COLORS: cardinal red and hunter green

NICKNAME: Phi Psi

WEBSITE: mizzouphipsi.com/become-a-phi-psi

IG HANDLE: @phipsimizzou

CHAPTER PRESIDENT: Jimmy Bowman

EMAIL: jebdnp@mail.missouri.edu

CHAPTER SIZE: 67
WHAT DOES BROTHERHOOD MEAN TO YOU?
“Brotherhood is a pillar within our chapter. We strive to uphold and create an environment where leadership and academic achievement are important. Brotherhood is woven into the fiber of our organization, the very fibers of our organization, through engagement and interaction between members. We believe brotherhood extends past our time at the University of Missouri, as shown through our ties within our alumni association.” - Recruitment Chair

WHY DID YOU JOIN YOUR FRATERNITY?
“We value our Phi Kappa Theta chapter here at Mizzou, through leadership, academics, service and brotherhood. We uphold these values in everything we do and build professional brothers who are prepared to be active members of society. Phi Kappa Theta is working to become a role model fraternity in every way, through service events, social events, and respect for each member.” - Recruitment Chair

COLORS:
white, gold, and cardinal-purple

NICKNAME:
Phi Kapp

WEBSITE:
N/A

IG HANDLE:
@phikappathetamizzou

CHAPTER PRESIDENT:
Brady Blanton

EMAIL:
wbbggb@mail.missouri.edu

CHAPTER SIZE:
17
WHAT DOES BROTHERHOOD MEAN TO YOU?
“What brotherhood means to Pi Kappa Alpha is the collective success of every brother through respect, engagement and active participation as a member of the chapter. Through these three specific challenges, each brother is allowed to become the best they can be.” - Chapter President

WHY DID YOU JOIN YOUR FRATERNITY?
“I joined my chapter not because of the members that I already knew in the house, but because of the long-time success stories I have heard about Pi Kappa Alpha. With few things that can truly separate Greek, college fraternities these days, the high standard integrity, intellect and achievement set by the PIKEs made my choice very simple.” - Chapter President

COLORS: garnet and gold
NICKNAME: PIKE

WEBSITE: N/A
IG HANDLE: @mizzoupikes

CHAPTER PRESIDENT: Tim Schaeffler
EMAIL: tps5h3@mail.missouri.edu
CHAPTER SIZE: N/A
WHAT DOES BROTHERHOOD MEAN TO YOU?
“Lifelong friends who always there for you.”
- Recruitment Chair

WHY DID YOU JOIN YOUR FRATERNITY?
“I saw a good group of guys that I identified with.”
- Recruitment Chair

COLORS: 
gold and white

NICKNAME: 
Pi Kapp

WEBSITE: 
N/A

IG HANDLE: 
@mizzoupiKapp

CHAPTER PRESIDENT: 
Conner Flatt

EMAIL: 
crft7h@mail.missouri.edu

CHAPTER SIZE: 
56
WHAT DOES BROTHERHOOD MEAN TO YOU?

"To me, Brotherhood is one of the most important aspects of a fraternity. Sigma Nu prides itself on our very tight-knit community atmosphere, as our members are more than friends. At Sigma Nu, we are more than brothers just by association. We are truly family."

- Chapter President

WHY DID YOU JOIN YOUR FRATERNITY?

"I joined my fraternity because it was where I felt most comfortable. I am originally from New York so when I came to Mizzou I didn’t know anyone, and during formal rush, I met a lot of active members in Sigma Nu who had been from places other than Missouri. This made me feel at home, as plenty of guys had been through exactly what I was now going through. Another reason why I joined Sigma Nu was because of the many leadership opportunities that are provided, even to younger members."

- Chapter President

COLORS: black, gold and white

NICKNAME: Sig Nu

WEBSITE: sigmanumu.com

IG HANDLE: @sigmanumizzou

CHAPTER PRESIDENT: Cameron Woodin

EMAIL: wawqff@mail.missouri.edu

CHAPTER SIZE: 123
WHAT DOES BROTHERHOOD MEAN TO YOU?
“Brotherhood means support to me. Engineering in general is a much harder major when compared to others, and every member of the chapter understands that. We are always helping each other with school work, but we all know that it’s important to have fun as well. We provide the support to have the best college experience, but still get the career of your dreams.” - Recruitment Chair

WHY DID YOU JOIN YOUR FRATERNITY?
“I joined to have a group that I connected with. I’m an engineer and I care about my classwork, but I’m not anti-social. I initially had no interest in joining a fraternity, but with this chapter I saw a group of guys who were similar to me. Other engineers that broke the stereotypes and just wanted to have a good time together. Plus, with this fraternity having some of the cheapest dues at Mizzou, it was hard to not take the opportunity to join.” - Recruitment Chair

COLORS:
red and black

NICKNAME:
Sig Phi
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IG HANDLE:
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CHAPTER PRESIDENT:
Jacob Salka
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jdskgd@mail.missouri.edu

CHAPTER SIZE:
48
WHAT DOES BROTHERHOOD MEAN TO YOU?
“At Sig Ep, we go beyond brotherhood and strive to maintain a culture of brotherly love. One of our cardinal principles, brotherly love is inclusive to all people, not just those in Sig Ep. Brotherly love stretches to the most genuine, honest, and valued relationships. It’s just as much about lifting each other up in the good times as it is in the bad times. It’s proactive, honest and has to be given to be received. It’s a tough love and one that asks each of our brothers to live to a higher standard.” - Recruitment Chair

WHY DID YOU JOIN YOUR FRATERNITY?
“I joined Sig Ep because we are different. We demand a higher level of virtue, diligence, and brotherly love from each of our brothers. We believe in continuous development and the pursuit of excellence in order to transform each member into the best version of themselves. At Sig Ep I saw an opportunity to grow personally and professionally as a part of something bigger than myself. Sig Ep provided me the opportunity to build a fraternity the right way, and gave me the chance to be a leader from the moment I stepped on campus.” - Chapter President

COLORS: Purple, Yellow and Red
NICKNAME: Sig Ep
WEBSITE: missouri.sigep.org
IG HANDLE: @sigep.mizzou
CHAPTER PRESIDENT: Gabriel Olwig
EMAIL: gmolwig@mail.missouri.edu
CHAPTER SIZE: 16
WHAT DOES BROTHERHOOD MEAN TO YOU?
“Being able to call any guy at 3 a.m. when your car breaks down in the middle of nowhere and they won’t hesitate even for a second to come get you.”
- Chapter President

WHY DID YOU JOIN YOUR FRATERNITY?
“I saw an opportunity to grow an organization.”
- Chapter President

COLORS:
blue, white, red and yellow

NICKNAME:
Sig Tau
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Michael Valvo
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CHAPTER SIZE:
60
WHAT DOES BROTHERHOOD MEAN TO YOU?
“Brotherhood means the trust, commitment and bond between members of our chapter.”
- Recruitment Chair

WHY DID YOU JOIN YOUR FRATERNITY?
“The guys here at Tau Kappa Epsilon really interested me on a personal level that I didn’t feel at other chapter. The interest from all the members, even seniors, in my recruitment process made the decision easy.”
- Recruitment Chair

COLORS: cherry and grey
NICKNAME: TKE
WEBSITE: mizzoutke.com
IG HANDLE: @mizzoutke
CHAPTER PRESIDENT: Benjamin Holley
EMAIL: bdhkwy@mail.missouri.edu
CHAPTER SIZE: 80
WHAT DOES BROTHERHOOD MEAN TO YOU?

“Brotherhood, to Theta Chi, means the assisting hand. We believe firmly in helping others in any way we can, whether they be a brother or not. In all things, we seek to be an assisting hand to the University of Missouri and to all those we happen to come in contact with. What better way is there to show love for a brother than to lay down your life for theirs?”
- Chapter President

WHY DID YOU JOIN YOUR FRATERNITY?

“I joined Theta Chi because I saw a real bond between classes and different groups of people that was attractive. Theta Chi was different in that there was no real consistency to who was welcomed into this brotherhood... interests, ages, backgrounds, etc. all differed, and everybody was welcome as long as they were willing to contribute to this atmosphere.”
- Chapter President

COLORS: military red and white

NICKNAME: Theta Chi

WEBSITE: thetachimizzou.org

IG HANDLE: @thetachimizzou

CHAPTER PRESIDENT: Tristan Bevan

EMAIL: tgb8c8@mail.missouri.edu

CHAPTER SIZE: 98
WHAT DOES BROTHERHOOD MEAN TO YOU?
“Brotherhood means family. We spend time with each other, we look out for each other, and we represent each other.” - Recruitment Chair

WHY DID YOU JOIN YOUR FRATERNITY?
“I felt like I could be myself around these guys, and that we could be a tight-knit family together.” - Chapter President

COLORS:
gold, blue and white

NICKNAME:
ZBT

WEBSITE:
zbtmizzou.org

IG HANDLE:
@zbtmizzou

CHAPTER PRESIDENT:
Liad Lerner

EMAIL:
Liad Lerner11@gmail.com

CHAPTER SIZE:
50